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ABSTRACT
The proposed PhD project addresses the problem of finding
descriptions of diseases or patients’ health records that are
relevant for a given description of patient’s symptoms, also
known as medical case retrieval (MCR). Designing an automatic multimodal MCR system applicable to general medical data sets still presents an open research problem, as indicated by the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR challenge, where the
best submitted runs achieved only moderate retrieval performance and used purely textual techniques. This project
therefore aims at designing a multimodal MCR model that
is capable of achieving a substantially better retrieval performance on the ImageCLEF data set than state-of-the-art
techniques. Moreover, the potential of further improvement
by leveraging relevance feedback of medical expert users for
long-term learning will be investigated.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval; I.5.2 [Pattern Recognition]: Design Methodology; H.4.2 [Information Systems Applications]: Types of Systems—decision support; J.3 [Life and
Medical Sciences]: medical information systems; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning

General Terms
Algorithms; Design; Experimentation; Measurement; Performance

Keywords
biomedical information retrieval; multimodal information
retrieval; ImageCLEF medical tasks

1.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Medical case retrieval (MCR) is the problem of finding descriptions of diseases or patients’ health records (document
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corpus) that are relevant for a given description of patient’s
symptoms (query), as decided by medical experts. MCR is a
major building block of clinical decision support systems [15]
employing the paradigm of case-based reasoning [3], where
the “most similar” medical cases need to be retrieved for a
given symptom description before diagnosis and treatment
can be proposed by the system. Moreover, MCR is also
a relevant problem in medical education and research, because it allows to select interesting cases for students and to
generate data sets for studies meeting case-based criteria.
Case and symptom descriptions are multimedia documents,
typically consisting of structured text and medical images.
Designing an automatic MCR system applicable to general
medical data sets (as opposed to data sets in narrow medical domains, see [3]) still presents an open research problem. The ImageCLEF evaluation campaign1 [19] issued a
yearly MCR challenge between 2009 and 2013, leading to
a general biomedical data set of about 75,000 documents
(case descriptions) and 35 queries (symptom descriptions)
in 2013. The moderate retrieval performance of the best
MCR runs submitted to ImageCLEF 2013 and their purely
textual techniques emphasize the need for further research
regarding multimodal MCR techniques [9].
This PhD project aims at developing an MCR model that
is able to substantially improve retrieval performance on the
ImageCLEF MCR data set upon state-of-the-art retrieval
systems. Moreover, in the context of case-based reasoning,
the proposed MCR model should support long-term learning
from the relevance feedback of medical expert users.

2.

STATE OF THE ART

The narrow research field of medical case retrieval (MCR)
can be positioned at the intersection of three larger areas of
artificial intelligence research: multimedia information retrieval provides techniques to index and retrieve multimedia documents; knowledge representation research produces
models to capture medical expert knowledge; and computer
vision methods specialized to medical images are needed
to extract discriminative features and detect semantic concepts. Corresponding domain-specific research fields are predominant subjects of medical informatics [14].
From these research areas, multimedia IR (information
retrieval) is the most relevant one for the proposed PhD
topic. We categorize its relevant techniques into four groups:
text retrieval (classical IR), visual retrieval (content-based
image and video retrieval), data fusion (combining several
1
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IR systems or information sources), and relevance feedback
(learning from users to improve IR).
Text retrieval research has developed various IR models during the last four decades. The most prominent ones
are the vector space model [26], the probabilistic model [23],
language models [18], and divergence from randomness [2].
The latter has been found to be the most effective model on
a biomedical data set [1].
A fundamental limitation of text retrieval systems is the
mismatch of words used to express the same concepts in
the query and in the document collection, known as the
vocabulary problem in IR. It has been addressed by several
techniques in IR research. For MCR, query expansion [5]
and relevance feedback [25] are most relevant, as they allow
to inject medical expert knowledge into the retrieval process.
In the context of this work, visual retrieval is mainly
concerned with content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [8].
Typically, the user of a CBIR system expects semantic similarity of images – depending on the user’s context and application domain –, which is hard to express in terms of digital
image properties. This discrepancy is known as the semantic gap [27]. It is still an open problem in many application
domains of CBIR, including the medical domain [34]. A review of CBIR in medical applications and its clinical benefits
is given by Müller et al. [20].
The core techniques of the CBIR process include: feature
extraction, visual signature building, and applying similarity
measures to visual signatures. Due to the wealth of image
features and similarity measures proposed in the literature
[8], extensive experimental comparisons on different data
sets, including medical ones, are valuable [10, 12]. Whereas
global features (describing an entire image) are often used
directly as visual signatures, pattern recognition techniques
are applied to local features (describing an image region) to
build the signature. In an attempt to reduce the semantic
gap, visual signatures can be represented in terms of semantic concepts detected in the image or video [21, 28]. The
IRMA code [17] provides a visual signature for diagnostic
images based on coarse semantic categories.
Combining text and visual retrieval leads to the more general problem of data fusion [31]. The objective is to combine several information sources to improve retrieval effectiveness, either at the feature level (early fusion) or at the
decision level (late fusion). An overview of late fusion techniques based on ranks or scores of individual result lists as
well as proposals for linear score combination and score normalization are given by Wu [32]. A recent comparison of
late fusion techniques on the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR data
set showed that linear score combination of text and image
retrieval is superior over individual retrieval [13]. Rahman et
al. [22] successfully applied fusion techniques to multimodal
biomedical image retrieval.
Relevance feedback (RF) is not only a technique to
overcome the vocabulary problem in text retrieval, but it
also addresses the semantic gap problem in visual retrieval
[8, 33]. As it works by incorporating interactive relevance
judgments from users during the search process, it may provide a useful approach to learn from medical expert users of
an MCR system. Whereas short-term learning affects the
current query only, long-term learning aims at improving
retrieval for future queries [7] and provides a more promising avenue for MCR. Because expert users typically label

only a few results suggested by the system, advanced RF
approaches make use of semi-supervised learning [6].
Medical knowledge representations, particularly ontologies or controlled vocabularies [24] (e.g. UMLS2 , MeSH3 ),
can help improve medical multimedia IR. Two common techniques are query expansion [4, 11] and semantic annotation
of images [16].

3.

OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTION

As explained in previous sections, medical case retrieval
(MCR) is a relevant problem in computer science whose
known solutions for large and heterogeneous data sets are
too ineffective to be of practical value. This PhD project
therefore aims at designing an MCR model that is able to
deliver a substantially better retrieval performance on such
data sets than known solutions. Moreover, the proposed
techniques need to be both efficient and robust to be applicable to large medical data sets of diverse content.
Considering the retrieval methods used for the ImageCLEF MCR challenge in 2013 (see Section 1), the most obvious potential for improvement seems to be in data fusion
methods combining different modalities of case representation (text and images) and external knowledge. The focus
of this work will therefore be on multimodal approaches to
MCR. However, in order to achieve successful data fusion
with visual modalities, improvement of visual-only retrieval
performance is a necessary goal, too.
More precisely, this PhD project will address the following research objectives constituting its scientific contribution: (O1) Determine the reasons for the moderate retrieval
performance of current multimodal techniques on the ImageCLEF MCR data set. (O2) Design a novel MCR model
combining different modalities of case representations and
information sources (without relevance feedback) to enable a
substantial improvement of retrieval performance on the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR data set, achieving at least 30% MAP.
(O3) Using the system resulting from O2, investigate the
potential of further improvement of retrieval performance
by long-term learning from medical expert users.

4.

APPROACH

As there is no other recent comparative study of multimodal MCR techniques than that of ad-hoc solutions to
the ImageCLEF MCR challenge [9], pursuing objective O1
requires selecting, implementing, evaluating, and analyzing
some of the most promising known approaches to MCR.
Moreover, to understand the reasons for their retrieval performance, statistical properties of features extracted from
the ImageCLEF MCR data set need to be investigated.
Designing a better MCR model according to objective O2
includes the sub-problems of (1) choosing well-performing
text retrieval techniques, (2) improving visual retrieval performance, (3) utilizing medical knowledge for text and visual retrieval, and (4) combining text and visual retrieval
by data fusion methods. The semantic gap problem can be
addressed by detecting semantically meaningful concepts in
multimedia documents using pattern recognition techniques.
It is hoped that semantic case similarity can be expressed
in a simpler and more robust way in terms of concepts than
in terms of document features. Meaningful concepts can
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be taken from medical thesauri (e.g. MeSH), ontologies, or
medical image categorization systems (e.g. IRMA).
Proper evaluation of a long-term learning system according to O3 would require a user study with several (e.g. 20)
representative medical experts and an appropriate experimental design to derive statistically significant results. Due
to the difficulty and costs of enlisting so many medical expert users, evaluation of the system according to O3 will
simulate experts by using part of the relevance judgments
(ground truth) provided with the ImageCLEF MCR data
set.

5.

PREVIOUS AND FURTHER WORK

The PhD proposal has been accepted by AAU in March
20134 . We participated in the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR task
using a simple text retrieval approach utilizing MeSH terms
for query and document expansion [29]. We then extended
the approach to include pseudo-relevance feedback, and recently we completed a technical report systematically evaluating more than 500 combinations of these textual MCR
methods [30]. The best method combinations achieve stateof-the-art retrieval performance on the ImageCLEF 2013
MCR data set, as depicted in Figure 1.
Previous work established a basis for research objectives
O1 and O2, restricted to text retrieval and the utilization
of a medical thesaurus (MeSH). The next project phase will
extend work on these objectives to visual and concept-based
retrieval. The incorporation of data fusion methods should
provide results for O1 and O2 in fall 2015. The investigation
of relevance feedback for long-term learning (O3) is planned
to be finished in summer 2016, and the PhD thesis should
be completed until end of 2016.
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